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When his baby sister Tootie begins displaying vampire characteristics, big brother tries to keep her from sinking her
pointy fangs into everything and refuses to believe their mother's claims that Tootie is just going through a phase.
Set in the lush bayou of Louisiana, critically acclaimed Kimberley Griffiths Little's lyrical and heartfelt story, THE
HEALING SPELL, is now in paperback! Twelve-year-old Livie is living with a secret and it's crushing her. She knows she
is responsible for her mother's coma, but she can't tell anyone. It's up to her to find a way to wake her mamma up. Stuck
in the middle of three sisters, hiding a forbidden pet alligator, and afraid to disappoint her daddy, whom she loves more
than anyone else, Livie struggles to find her place within her own family as she learns about the powers of faith and
redemption. Livie's powerful, emotional, and sometimes humorous story will stay with readers long after the last line is
read.
Stuck in a mysterious New England boarding school with an assortment of secretive students, disgraced angel Zachary
and his werewolf friend, Kieren, face demon dogs, a sadistic instructor, and a legendary fire-breathing monster.
Twilight meets The Princess Diaries in the new series from the author of Honeymoon of the Dead On her sixteenth
birthday, Anastasija Parker learns that her so-called deadbeat dad is actually a vampire king. And he wants Ana to
assume her rightful position at his side, in spite of the fact that she has witch's blood running through her veins-from her
mother's side. Too bad witches and vampires are mortal enemies. And now Ana's parents are at each other's throats
over her future. It's up to Ana to make a choice, but deciding your eternal destiny is a pretty big deal for a girl who just
wants to get through high school.
In this graphic novel version of "Tantalize," told from a different perspective, werewolf-in-training Kieren is torn between
joining an urban wolf pack and staying to protect his human best friend (and love interest) Quincie, whose restaurant is in
danger of morphing into a vampire lair.
"Published on the occasion of the exhibition ... organized by Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum, Smithsonian
Institution, and presented at the United Nations, October 15, 2011-January 9, 2012."--Colophon.
Armed with the facts, young Alfie sets out to prove to the world that Santa Claus does not exist but no one pays attention,
especially his sister Noelle, whose only request of the man in red is a nicer big brother.
Jenna, a contemporary Muscogee (Creek) girl in Oklahoma, wants to honor a family tradition by jingle dancing at the next
powwow. But where will she find enough jingles for her dress? An unusual, warm family story, beautifully evoked in
Cornelius Van Wright and Ying-Hwa Hu's watercolor art. Notable Children's Trade Books in the Field of Social Studies
2001, National Council for SS & Child. Book Council
Spirit, Texas, is a town of secrets, and as the new owner of the local haunted movie theater, Cody Stryker is juggling more than his fair share.
When a mysterious new girl comes to town and runs afoul of the ghost that lives in his theater, Cody's caught in the middle and needs to
figure out exactly who he can trust. HAUNTED LOVE is a short story by New York Times Bestseller Cynthia Leitich Smith -- set in the same
dark universe as her novels TANTALIZE, ETERNAL, and BLESSED. This story includes a sneak preview of Cynthia Leitich Smith's latest
novel, DIABOLICAL, which unites characters from the previous three novels in the Tantalize Series along with a fascinating cast of all-new
characters for a suspenseful, action-packed clash between the forces of heaven and hell.
The beloved chapter book by New York Times bestselling author Cynthia Leitich Smith about the love and adventures shared by a CherokeeSeminole boy and his Grampa now has brand-new illustrations! A perfect pick for new readers. What do Indian shoes look like, anyway? Like
beautiful beaded moccasins... or hightops with bright orange shoelaces? Ray Halfmoon prefers hightops, but he gladly trades them for a nice
pair of moccasins for his grampa. After all, it's Grampa Halfmoon who's always there to help Ray get in and out of scrapes—like the time they
teamed up to pet sit for the whole block during a holiday blizzard! Award-winning author Cynthia Leitich Smith writes with wit and candor
about a boy and his grandfather, sharing all their love, joy, and humor. In partnership with We Need Diverse Books
Tiffany's grandma sees something wild in her future -- but is Tiffany prepared for the powerful shape it will take? CAT CALLS is a short story
by New York Times Bestseller Cynthia Leitich Smith -- set in the same dark universe as her novels Tantalize, Eternal, and Blessed.
Tracking his sister to Austin only to discover that she is a key suspect in a murder case, werecat Yoshi embarks on a search for answers,
while werepossum Clyde and Aimee pursue their own investigation in an effort to avenge the killing.
With a wink and a nod to Bram Stoker, New York Times best-selling author Cynthia Leitich Smith unites the casts of Tantalize and Eternal in
a delicious dark fantasy her fans will devour. (Ages 14 & Up) "You’ll try to fight it. But you’ll only be fighting your true self. It’s done. It’s
destined. In time, you’ll come to accept it." He pulled back his sleeve to reveal two dress watches. "In time, you’ll come to me." Quincie P.
Morris, teen restaurateuse and neophyte vampire, is in the fight of her life -- or undeath. Even as she adjusts to her new appetites, she must
clear her best friend and true love, the hybrid werewolf Kieren, of murder charges; thwart the apocalyptic ambitions of Bradley Sanguini, the
seductive vampire-chef who "blessed" her; and keep her dead parents’ restaurant up and running. She hires a more homespun chef and
adds the preternaturally beautiful Zachary to her wait staff. But with hundreds of new vampires on the rise and Bradley off assuming the
powers of Dracula Prime, Zachary soon reveals his true nature -- and a flaming sword -- and they hit the road to staunch the bloodshed
before it’s too late. Even if they save the world, will there be time left to salvage Quincie’s soul?
Unable to be quiet since he was born, Holler Loudly only gets louder as he grows up, a trait that gets him into trouble at school, the library
and the movie theater, but when a tornado threatens the state fair, Holler's voice may be just what's needed to save the day.
Caitlin and Caleb awake in ancient Israel, in the year 33 A.D., and are amazed to find themselves in the time of Christ. Caitlin now, finally,
has all four keys, but still, she must find her father. Her search takes her to Nazareth, to Capernaum, to Jerusalem, following a mystical trail of
secrets and clues in the footsteps of Christ.
When Lucas King's covert-ops father is kidnapped and his best friend Meena is put in danger, Luke's only chance to save them--a skin that
will let him walk as a wolf--is hidden away in an abandoned mansion guarded by monsters.

The third installment in fan-favorite author Rachel Hawthorne’s Dark Guardian paranormal romance trilogy, featuring Connor, from
Dark Guardian #2. Connor has watched for years while the other Dark Guardians have undergone their transformations into
wolves. What he doesn’t understand is why he’s not feeling any of the inner stirrings that they have. The only stirrings that he
feels are for Brittany—he’s certain that she’s his destined mate. Which makes it all the more devastating when the first full moon
after his eighteenth birthday passes and he doesn’t transform. He’s just desperate enough to become a wolf that he’ll go to
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extremes he never thought possible. . . and put all the Dark Guardians in incredible danger. But does he really need to change to
keep Brittany’s love?
New York Times best-selling author Cynthia Leitich Smith turns to realistic fiction with the thoughtful story of a Native teen
navigating the complicated, confusing waters of high school — and first love. When Louise Wolfe’s first real boyfriend mocks and
disrespects Native people in front of her, she breaks things off and dumps him over e-mail. It’s her senior year, anyway, and
she’d rather spend her time with her family and friends and working on the school newspaper. The editors pair her up with Joey
Kairouz, the ambitious new photojournalist, and in no time the paper’s staff find themselves with a major story to cover: the school
musical director’s inclusive approach to casting The Wizard of Oz has been provoking backlash in their mostly white, middle-class
Kansas town. From the newly formed Parents Against Revisionist Theater to anonymous threats, long-held prejudices are being
laid bare and hostilities are spreading against teachers, parents, and students — especially the cast members at the center of the
controversy, including Lou’s little brother, who’s playing the Tin Man. As tensions mount at school, so does a romance between
Lou and Joey — but as she’s learned, “dating while Native” can be difficult. In trying to protect her own heart, will Lou break
Joey’s?
My gym shorts burrow into my butt crack like a frightened groundhog. Don't you want to read a book that starts like that?? Lupe
Wong is going to be the first female pitcher in the Major Leagues. She's also championed causes her whole young life. Some
worthy...like expanding the options for race on school tests beyond just a few bubbles. And some not so much...like complaining to
the BBC about the length between Doctor Who seasons. Lupe needs an A in all her classes in order to meet her favorite pitcher,
Fu Li Hernandez, who's Chinacan/Mexinese just like her. So when the horror that is square dancing rears its head in gym?
Obviously she's not gonna let that slide. Not since Millicent Min, Girl Genius has a debut novel introduced a character so
memorably, with such humor and emotional insight. Even square dancing fans will agree...
In Immortal; Love Stories With Bite' edited by New York Times bestselling author of the House of Night series P.C. Cast' seven of
todays most popular YA vampire and contemporary fantasy authors offer new short stories that prove when youre immortal' true
love really is forever.
Bickering frenemies Meg and Shar are doing some serious damage at a midnight sample sale when they find themselves arguing
over a pair of shoes—with fatal consequences. The girls are suddenly at the mercy of Hades—god of the underworld—who forces the
teens to become Sirens, luring to the Underworld any individual whose unholy contract is up.
Kayla, the adopted daughter of human parents, is determined to learn about her werecat heritage and solve the mystery of an
antique carousel.
When multiple murders in Austin, Texas, threaten the grand re-opening of her family's vampire-themed restaurant, seventeen-yearold, orphaned Quincie worries that her best friend-turned-love interest, Keiren, a werewolf-in-training, may be the prime suspect.
11,000 first printing.
In this Newbery Honor–winning novel, Gary D. Schmidt tells the witty and compelling story of a teenage boy who feels that fate
has it in for him, during the school year 1968-69. Seventh grader Holling Hoodhood isn't happy. He is sure his new teacher, Mrs.
Baker, hates his guts. Holling's domineering father is obsessed with his business image and disregards his family. Throughout the
school year, Holling strives to get a handle on the Shakespeare plays Mrs. Baker assigns him to read on his own time, and to
figure out the enigmatic Mrs. Baker. As the Vietnam War turns lives upside down, Holling comes to admire and respect both
Shakespeare and Mrs. Baker, who have more to offer him than he imagined. And when his family is on the verge of coming apart,
he also discovers his loyalty to his sister, and his ability to stand up to his father when it matters most.
When high school junior Emily hooks up with her best friend's boyfriend and football quarterback Chase's life spirals out of control,
three mysterious Furies--paranormal creatures that often assume the form of beautiful women--come to town to make sure that
Emily and Chase get what they deserve.
A 2009 New York Public Library "Stuff for the Teen Age" Selection Boys + Love = Trouble Right? Staying on track at school
means a boy-free equation for Rhonda Lee, who spends most evenings doing homework and eating Chinese takeout with her dad.
While Rhonda needs a scholarship for college, some kids at her private high school, like beautiful Sarah Gamble, seem to coast
along on popularity and their parents' money. When forced to tutor Sarah in trigonometry, Rhonda recognizes all too well the
symptoms-queasiness, puking, exhaustion-that Sarah is trying to mask. On a sudden impulse, Rhonda shares her past with
Sarah. Exchanging their secrets adds up to more truths than either girl would have dreamed. "Without a bit of preaching, [this is] a
story of two teenage girls who are faced with the consequences of unplanned pregnancies. [Readers] will love the emotional
peaks and valleys of the tale." -Ellen Wittlinger, author of Hard Love "A sensitive and powerful friendship story. Realistic and
heartfelt." -Cynthia Leitich Smith, author of Tantalize
Welcome to Nightshade, California—a small town full of secrets. It’s home to the psychic Giordano sisters, who have a way of
getting mixed up in mysteries. During their investigations, they run across everything from pom-pom- shaking vampires to shapeshifting boyfriends to a clue-spewing jukebox. With their psychic powers and some sisterly support, they can crack any case!
There’s a gorgeous new guy at Nightshade High: Duke Sherrad, a fortune-teller claiming to have descended from Gypsies. Even
though she’s psychic herself, Daisy is skeptical of Duke’s powers. But when a teacher who was the subject of one of his
predictions ends up dead, she begins to wonder if Duke is the real deal after all. Maybe if Daisy can track down the teacher’s
killer, she can find out the truth. The only trouble is, all signs point to the murderer being of the furry persuasion. Is Daisy any
match for a werewolf? Maybe she is . . . in more ways than she bargained for!
The explosive finale to the Feral series by New York Times best-selling author Cynthia Leitich Smith. Anti-shifter sentiment is at an
all-time high when Kayla’s transformation to werecat is captured on video and uploaded for the world to see. Suddenly she
becomes a symbol of the werebeast threat and—along with fellow cat Yoshi, lion-possum Clyde, and human Aimee—a hunted
fugitive. Meanwhile, a self-proclaimed weresnake has kidnapped the governor of Texas and hit the airwaves with a message of
war. In retaliation, werepeople are targeted by law enforcement, threatened with a shift-suppressing vaccine, terrorized by
corporate conspiracy, and enslaved by a top-secret, intelligent Cryptid species. Can Clyde rally his inner lion king to lead his
friends—new and old—into battle against ruthless, media-savvy foes? A rousing blend of suspense, paranormal romance, humor,
and high action.
When Miranda's guardian angel Zachary recklessly saves her from falling into an open grave and dying, the result is that she turns
into a vampire and he is left to try to reinstate his reputation by finally doing the right thing.
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People say 'love never dies'… but love might be the death of Seraphina. Seraphina has been alive since the Middle Ages, when her
boyfriend, Cyrus, managed to perfect a method of alchemy that lets them swap bodies with any human being. She doesn't want to
die, so she finds young people who are on the brink of death, and inhabits their bodies. When we meet Sera, she has landed in
the body of a girl named Kailey who was about to die in a car accident. For the first time, Sera falls in love with the life of the
person she's inhabiting. Sera also falls for the boy next door, Noah. And soon it's clear the feelings are returned. Unfortunately,
she can never kiss Noah, because for her to touch lips with a human would mean the human's death. And she has even more to
worry about: Cyrus is chasing her, and if she stays in one place for long, she puts herself -and the people she's grown to care for in danger.
Tra-la-laaa! Dav Pilkey -- ahem -- we mean, George and Harold, the authors of SUPER DIAPER BABY, are back with their second
epic novel! Meet Ook and Gluk, the stars of this sensationally silly graphic novel from the creators of Captain Underpants! It's
500,001 BC, and Ook and Gluk's hometown of Caveland, Ohio, is under attack by an evil corporation from the future. When Ook,
Gluk, and their little dinosaur pal Lily are pulled through a time portal to 2222, they discover a future world that's even more
devastated than their own. Luckily, they find a friend in Master Wong, a martial arts instructor who trains them in the ways of kung
fu. Now all they have to do is travel back in time 502,223 years and save the day!
Edited by award-winning and bestselling author Cynthia Leitich Smith, this collection of intersecting stories by both new and
veteran Native writers bursts with hope, joy, resilience, the strength of community, and Native pride. Native families from Nations
across the continent gather at the Dance for Mother Earth Powwow in Ann Arbor, Michigan. In a high school gym full of color and
song, people dance, sell beadwork and books, and celebrate friendship and heritage. Young protagonists will meet relatives from
faraway, mysterious strangers, and sometimes one another (plus one scrappy rez dog). They are the heroes of their own stories.
Featuring stories and poems by: Joseph Bruchac Art Coulson Christine Day Eric Gansworth Carole Lindstrom Dawn Quigley
Rebecca Roanhorse David A. Robertson Andrea L. Rogers Kim Rogers Cynthia Leitich Smith Monique Gray Smith Traci Sorell,
Tim Tingle Erika T. Wurth Brian Young In partnership with We Need Diverse Books
In a voice that resonates with insight and humor, New York Times bestselling author Cynthia Leitich Smith tells the story of a teenage girl who
must face down her grief and reclaim her place in the world with the help of her intertribal community. It's been six months since Cassidy Rain
Berghoff’s best friend, Galen, died, and up until now she has succeeded in shutting herself off from the world. But when controversy arises
around Aunt Georgia’s Indian Camp in their mostly white midwestern community, Rain decides to face the outside world again, with a new
job photographing the campers for her town’s newspaper. Soon, Rain has to decide how involved she wants to become in Indian Camp.
Does she want to keep a professional distance from her fellow Native teens? And, though she is still grieving, will she be able to embrace
new friends and new beginnings? In partnership with We Need Diverse Books
Elyon's lakes have turned blood red. Is it a curse . . . or the cure? Shaeda has one blue eye and one purple eye. No one fully knows her
story, but her mere gaze eats away at the core of one's being. In his quest for power, Johnis now finds himself in her intoxicating grip.
Assumed identities, a magic amulet, the fearsome Shataiki bats, and a troubling alliance with the Dark Priest all converge against the three
remaining chosen. Only Elyon knows what will happen when the forces of ultimate good and evil clash in their final battle. Dive deep with
them in this epic conclusion—if you dare!
Inspired by Jane Austen's Persuasion. She returned to save her family's dying legacy--but found the ghosts of her past alive and well. Susan
Napier's family once lived on the success of the high-end restaurants founded by her late grandfather. But bad luck and worse management
has brought the business to the edge of financial ruin. Now it's up to Susan to save the last remaining restaurant: Elliot's, the flagship in
Edinburgh. But what awaits Susan in the charming city of Auld Reekie is more than she bargained for. Chris Baker, her grandfather's former
protégé--and her ex-boyfriend--is also heading to the Scottish capital. After finding fame in New York as a chef and judge of a popular TV
cooking competition, Chris is returning to his native Scotland to open his own restaurant. Although the storms have cleared after their intense
and rocky breakup, Susan and Chris are re-drawn into each other's orbit--and their simmering attraction inevitably boils over. As Chris's
restaurant opens to great acclaim and Susan tries to haul Elliot's back from the brink, the future brims with new promise. But darkness looms
as they find themselves in the crosshairs of a gossip blogger eager for a juicy story--and willing to do anything to get it. Can Susan and Chris
reclaim their lost love, or will the tangled past ruin their last hope for happiness?
After new student Cassandra Heaven joins seventeen-year-old Esme Pearl's babysitters club, the girls learn that being a babysitter really
means a heroic lineage of superpowers, magic rituals, and saving the innocent from evil.
Lewis "Shoe" Blake is used to the joys and difficulties of life on the Tuscarora Indian reservation in 1975: the joking, the Fireball games, the
snow blowing through his roof. What he's not used to is white people being nice to him -- people like George Haddonfield, whose family
recently moved to town with the Air Force. As the boys connect through their mutual passion for music, especially the Beatles, Lewis has to
lie more and more to hide the reality of his family's poverty from George. He also has to deal with the vicious Evan Reininger, who makes
Lewis the special target of his wrath. But when everyone else is on Evan's side, how can he be defeated? And if George finds out the truth
about Lewis's home -- will he still be his friend? Acclaimed adult author Eric Gansworth makes his YA debut with this wry and powerful novel
about friendship, memory, and the joy of rock 'n' roll.
A rhyming tale of pirates who go to school accompanied by their parrots, learn arithmetic and letters, and want to hear sea stories at
storytime.
Working as a bodyguard for a spoiled federal witness, Joe Pike hatches a desperate plan to disappear with the woman in the underworld of
Los Angeles and turn on her would-be killers, an effort in which he enlists the help of private investigator Elvis Cole. By the author of The Two
Minute Rule. Reprint.
In this beautifully reimagined story by NSK Neustadt Laureate and New York Times bestselling author Cynthia Leitich Smith (Muscogee
Creek), Native American Lily and English Wendy embark on a high-flying journey of magic, adventure, and courage to a fairy-tale island
known as Neverland… Lily and Wendy have been best friends since they became stepsisters. But with their feuding parents planning to spend
the summer apart, what will become of their family—and their friendship? Little do they know that a mysterious boy has been watching them
from the oak tree outside their window. A boy who intends to take them away from home for good, to an island of wild animals, Merfolk,
Fairies, and kidnapped children, to a sea of merfolk, pirates, and a giant crocodile. A boy who calls himself Peter Pan. In partnership with We
Need Diverse Books
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